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Dear reader,
The takeover of Lapauw by Philippe D'heygere in 2010 marked
the start of a new area for our company.
The pace of development was signi cantly increased and many
efforts have been made to further strengthen the position of
Lapauw in the market.
In the past few years, we have founded four new daughter
companies around the world and our product range is broader
than ever before. Three completely new products have been
introduced in 2014/2015 and another three new products, including a completely new generation of gas
heated ironers, will be launched at Texcare Frankfurt in June of this year.
All these products have been developed with one idea in mind: provide our customer with the best
possible solution, at the lowest total cost of ownership.
You will nd more details about this and other topics in this newsletter.
We look forward to providing you with more updates on our new solutions in the next months.
Best regards,
Steven Renders,
CEO.

Lapauw Garment Solutions - Testimonial by Synergy Health

Synergy Health is a health care service group with laundries throughout Europe. Recently they've opted
to change current garment nishing equipment in one of their plants by an integrated Lapauw garment
nishing that consists of the Hot STREAM tunnel nisher, 2 feeding stations and conveyor system.
As they explain in this testimonial, the change immediately paid off.

Lapauw sponsors the World Textile Services Congress
Lapauw is happy to announce that it is an
event partner of the 2016 World Textile
Services Congress.
The WTSC will be one of the major textile
services events in 2016 and will provide
professionals in the textile industry with
an insight to the technological, scienti c
and economic developments in the textile
service industry.
The Congress will be held on October 5-7
in Bruges, Belgium.
Click here to read the full article.

Lapauw opens Lapauw Brasil
In the beginning of 2016, the Lapauw
group announced the creation of a new
subsidiary in Brazil.
Lapauw Brasil is our 7th foreign of ce.
Lapauw Brasil will be headed by Paulo
Javurek, a Brazilian engineer who
combines his technical expertise with
many years of experience in sales, service
and management positions, working for
international groups.
Click here to read the full article.

New team members for Lapauw CEE
Recently, our subsidiary in Prague, Lapauw
CEE, appointed its new Sales Manager Mr.
Tomáš Řeháček. With 17 years of
knowledge and deep technical and
commercial experience in the laundry
industry, Tomáš is the perfect person to
serve all clients in the Central and Eastern
Europe region.
Lapauw CEE has also hired a new team member for Technical and Aftersales Services, Mr. Nikolay
Nikolov, and Mr. Martin Šejvl has been appointed to a position of CAD designer.
Click here to read the full article.

Texcare 2016, Frankfurt
With its total solutions program well underway, Lapauw will be featuring innovations in almost every
eld at Texcare Frankfurt, Germany. Texcare takes place from the 11th to 15th of June 2016.
We will showcase our cleanroom washer Mediwave and our cleanroom dryer Medistream (Cleanroom
Solutions), our Total Garment Solutions system with Hot Stream tunnel nisher, conveyor system and
garment folder and our Ironing Solutions with two new generation ironers, our high capacity feeder Unix
and the redesigned Lapauw folder.
Click here to read the full article.

Dealer in the spotlight: Vinciarelli
Vinciarelli is a name that still sounds like
a bell in the Italian market, as it has been
one of the most successful suppliers of
laundry equipment in Italy ever since the
sixties.
With Debora Vinciarelli - daughter of the
founder of the company - at the helm, Vinciarelli is still in family hands and breathes the dedication to
the customers and quality of service that is typical for family owned businesses. The ideal match with
Lapauw.
Together with her husband, Teodoro Delle Grottaglie, Debora manages the 20 people strong company
and both have more than 20 years of experience in the laundry business. The Vinciarelli staff has already
received extensive training on the Lapauw equipment.
Vinciarelli is located in Perugia, the center of Italy, and has 6000 m² of of ces and showrooms.

Reorganization After Sales Department
Lapauw has been expanding its business
extremely fast lately, and this required us
also

to

reorganize

the

after

sales

department.
The daily functioning and coordination is
from now on organized by Mr. Dennis
Daem. Next to Dennis, we also welcome
Mrs. Heidi Vandeleene. She will be the rst
contact for spare parts quotations, orders, transport of the parts and invoicing for the whole after sales
department.
Click here to read the full article.

Beyond Innovation: Lapauw Springs
The individual springs are vintage
Lapauw technology and well-known as
the durable, low maintenance springs.
But there is much more to say about
them.
3 reasons why the Lapauw individual
springs enhance ironer ef ciency and
nish quality are: increased evaporation power, ironing quality and easy maintenance and padding
durability.
Want to know more about the innovative Lapauw springs? Click here to read the full article.

Holidays
Since May is coming closer, our summer holiday is coming closer as well. Lapauw factory is closed from
18th of July till 15th of August, but after sales of course continues business. Beside the summer holiday,
there are a couple of days which are international holidays where Lapauw and after sales will be closed
as well.
Thursday 5th of May: Ascension day
Monday 16th May: Whitsun, Pentecost
Tuesday 1st November: All Saints day
During these days, for urgent matters, after sales can be reached at +32 491 61 31 33.
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